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The Polish issue was of great importance in international relations at the beginning of 19th century.
The Polish issue as a factor of international relations appeared in Europe after three partitions of Polish
Commonwealth (1772, 1793, 1795). Powerful state with strong political and cultural traditions didn’t
exist anymore. The Poles didn’t want to put up with their injustice for a long time and fought for the
restoration of a united and independent Poland. That obstinate and devoted struggle of the Polish
people for freedom became not only a national but also a European problem.

Under the conditions of radical changes in Europe, which had been put by the French Revolution,
the Polish problem was of a special value. The strategic Polish location, the political role that independent
Poland could play – all these was taken into account by France as well as by its enemies – Russia,
Prussia, Austria and England.

Polish nobility, the most organized part of society, hoped for the foreign assistance and international
combinations, which could restore independent Poland, according to their expectations. France attracted
Poles most of all with its liberal-democratic slogans and, especially with the war with countries, which
participated in Partitions of Poland – with Austria, Prussia and Russia.

Napoleon in his statements admitted that the Partitions of Poland were unfair and had no right to
continued existence. Although the struggle of the Polish legions didn’t bring expected results, their
existence had some political significance. It again made European governments to be interested in the
Polish issue.

But the international situation didn’t promote plans of the Polish elite. France turned out to be
alone against countries of the European coalition. So the first task to solve was to try to split the
coalition and to draw over to its side one of the member states. But it was impossible at the same to
achieve this and time to bring up the Polish issue.

Russia took a special interest to the Polish issue. According to some researchers, neither the French
nor the Russian side hadn’t concrete plan to solve the issue of Polish lands. In terms of military and
political upheavals at the end of the eighteenth and at the beginning of the nineteenth centuries the
system of international relations in Europe was precarious. The issue of the state, which didn’t exist
anymore and was divided among Russia, Prussia and Austria, was the urgent point for key players of
European scene. The importance of this issue can be explained by geographical location of Polish lands
and its’ strategic implication and human and non-human resources.
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The Polish issue was of great importance in international relations at the beginning
of 19th century. The Polish issue as a factor of international relations appeared in
Europe after three partitions of Polish Commonwealth (1772, 1793, 1795). Powerful
state with strong political and cultural traditions didn’t exist anymore. The Poles didn’t
want to put up with their rightlessness for a long time and fought for the restoration of
a united and independent Poland. That obstinate and devoted struggle of the Polish
people for freedom became not only a national but also a European problem.
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Under the conditions of radical changes in Europe, which had been put by the
French Revolution, the Polish problem was of a special value. The strategic Polish
location, the political role that independent Poland could play – all these was taken
into account by France as well as by its enemies – Russia, Prussia, Austria and
England.

Polish, Russian and Soviet historiography accumulated considerable material on
this subject. However, there are no special researches of the Polish issue in international
relations at the beginning of 19th century. This issue has been highlighted mainly in
general researches, which have dealt with international relations in Europe after the
French Revolution, in the period of the Napoleonic wars and their consequences.
Historians in their researches of the Polish issue were restricted by diplomacy, activities
of Napoleon and Alexander I, that was disconnected with internal processes of the
former Polish Commonwealth. Considerable attention to the Polish issue in international
relations at the beginning of 19th century was paid by Polish researchers. First of all,
these are studies of S. Askenazi1, M. Handelsman2 and others. In studies of Polish
historians there were gathered significant facts of Polish history at the beginning of
19th century, comprehended and presented scientific conception of the Polish issue in
international relations. Also it should be mentioned works of S. Kieniåwicz3, E. Halicz4,
B. Grochulska5, E. Skovronek6, in which there was highlighted the history of foreign
policy of the Duchy of Warsaw.

References on this subject are very diverse. Diplomatic correspondence, memoirs
literature of Polish and Russian origins etc. have great value for the study of the
issue7. It was analyzed in detail memories of representatives of the Polish aristocracy,
direct participants of political events of that period – A. Czartoryski, J. Wybicki,
K. Kozmian and others.

Partitions of Polish Commonwealth and the threat for national existence of the
Polish people caused the wave of national liberation movement at the end of 18th

1 Szymon Askenazy, Napoleon a Polska. (Warszawa – Kraków: Towarzystwo wydawnicze
Warszawskie, 1918), 78.

2 Marceli Handelsman, Adam Czartoryski. (Warszawa: Warszawska drukarnia naukowa, 1948),
192.

3 Stefan Kieniеwicz, Historia Polski 1795–1918. (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo naukowe PWN, 1969),
186.

4 Emanuel Halicz, Geneza Księstwa Warszawskiego. (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo ministerswa obrony
narodowej, 1962), 82.

5 Barbara Grochulska, Księstwo Warszawskie. (Warszawa: Państwowe wydawnictwo naukowe,
1966), 138.

6 Jerzy Skowronek, Antynapoleońskie koncepcje Czartoryskiego. (Warszawa: Państwowe
wydawnictwo naukowe, 1969), 382.

7 Адам Юрий Чарторыйский, Мемуары князя Адама Чарторижского и его переписка с
императором Александром I (Москва: Книгоизд-во К. Ф. Некрасова, 1912, т. 2); Akt z roku 1834
przeciw Adamowi Czartoryskiemy. Wyobrazicelowi systemy polskiej arystokracyi, 1839, 35;
Pamiętniki ks. Adama Czartoryskiego i korespondencja jego z cezarzem Aleksandrem (Kraków, 1905,
т. 2.), 243 p; Józef Wybicki, Źycie moje. (Kraków: Wydawnictwo Wimana, 1927), 360.
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century. The culmination of the struggle was the rebellion in 1794 led by T. Kosciuszko.
After its defeat Polish nobility, the most organized part of society, hoped for the
foreign assistance and international combinations, which could restore independent
Poland, according to their expectations. France attracted Poles most of all with its
liberal-democratic slogans and, especially with the war with countries, which
participated in Partitions of Poland – with Austria, Prussia and Russia.

E. Skovronek, researcher of Polish national liberation movement of that period,
noted that special attention was paid to the international situation and policies of the
powerful states, especially France8. A. Czartoryski (1770–1861) in his definitions of
public sentiment of that period emphasized that they rejoiced over the Napoleon
victories, they considered it to be the birth of hope for the restoration of Poland9.
Napoleon in his statements admitted that the Partitions of Poland were unfair and had
no right to continued existence. Even as the General of Directoire Bonaparte was
ready to lead the French to break Russia and to restore Poland10.

In 1794–1795 Polish politicians F. Barss, J. Wybicki etc. arrived to Paris, seeking
to enlist the support of the French government. They presented two projects of
formation of legions of Polish immigrants and soldiers who had escaped from the
France enemy’s army. Information about the formation of the Polish legions had a
wide resonance not only in emigre circles, but in the former Polish Commonwealth. It
was proved by the fact that for three months in 1897 3600 people were enrolled to
formed legions11. Among legionary there dominated the belief that in case of victory
of France over Austria legions would become the core of a national uprising that
would lead to the revival of the Polish Commonwealth.

Although the struggle of the Polish legions didn’t bring expected results, their
existence had some political significance. It again made European governments to be
interested in the Polish issue.

But the international situation didn’t promote plans of the Polish elite. France
turned out to be alone against countries of the European coalition. So the first task to
solve was to try to split the coalition and to draw over to its side one of the member
states. But it was impossible at the same to achieve this and time to bring up the
Polish issue. Any of the opponent states didn’t want to abandon the acquired Polish
territories, especially in the armed and political confrontation with France, because it
could cause elimination of the traditional alliance of the three states and pan-European
system of balance. Therefore, the Polish issue wasn’t addressed neither in terms of

8Jerzy Skowronek, Antynapoleońskie koncepcje Czartoryskiego. (Warszawa: Państwowe
wydawnictwo naukowe, 1969), 25-26.

9Адам Юрий Чарторыйский, Мемуары князя Адама Чарторижского и его переписка с
императором Александром I (Москва: Книгоизд-во К. Ф. Некрасова, 1912, т. 2), 270.

10 Елена Федосова, Польский вопрос во внешней политике первой империи во Франции.
(Москва: Изд-во Московского университета, 1980), 15.

11 Stefan Kieniеwicz, Historia Polski 1795–1918. (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo naukowe PWN,
1969), 29.
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the Franco-Austrian treaty in 1897, no in terms of peace treaties with France, Austria
and Russia in 1801. It should be noted that the participating countries gave each other
a promise not to support political emigrants and not to assist them in actions against
the existing political order in these countries. To a greater extent it referred to French
royalists, but to the Poles too12.

The peace treaty with Austria, after the defeat of the December 2, 1805 at the
battle of Austerlitz also didn’t bring up the Polish question. It was only after the
defeat of Prussia in 1806 when French troops were at the border of the Polish territory
and found themselves faced the prospect of war far from France; Napoleon faced
the Polish issue in all its complexity and contradictions. In this situation, the use of
Polish territory and the Polish population was for the French emperor important military
and political task and one of the ways to achieve victory. The first step before decisive
Napoleon’s battles with the Russian army was declaring the military campaign in
1807 “Polish War”13. The name itself has been challenging for Poles as it was expected
to incite their patriotic feelings.

Inciting patriotic hopes of Poles, at the same time Napoleon spoke about the
predestination the Poland very meaningfully and carefully. Bonaparte’s prudence
particularly came out in the incident with T. Kosciuszko, whom he sought to draw
over to his side, inviting him to lead the Polish army. But Kosciuszko treated Napoleon’s
offer skeptically. On January 22, 1807, he wrote a letter in which he set the conditions
to French: the first – adoption of a liberal constitution, the second – liberation of the
peasants with their land, the third – restoration of Poland in borders of 177214. For
Napoleon these conditions were unexpected and even humiliating, that caused his
negative answer.

At the beginning of November 1806, French troops, managed by the Prussian
administration, began to set on Polish lands. On the night of November 26 Prussian
army left Warsaw and handed over the control to the nephew of the last Polish king
J. Poniatowski. By the beginning of December 1806, all Polish lands occupied by
Prussia, turned to be under control of French. This caused the unprecedented
enthusiasm among Polish population, calls for organization the campaign in Russia
were spreading and youth was voluntarily enrolling in the army.

At the same time Napoleon’s reticence about the future of Poland caused the
dissatisfaction of Poles. This was particularly about the Polish aristocracy, who looked
forward the emperor’s categorical, clear and decisive statement about the future of
the country. The magnates stood in favor of the introduction of the Constitution of

12 Вадим Ададуров, “Меморандуми польських авторів початку XIX ст. як джерело уявлень
уряду Наполеона Бонапарта про південно-західні окраїни Російської імперії”, Український
історичний журнал 2 (2008): 156.

13 Елена Федосова, Польский вопрос во внешней политике первой империи во Франции.
(Москва: Изд-во Московского университета, 1980), 23.

14 Там само, 25.
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Poland of May 3, 1791. In his letter to Napoleon on January 5, 1807 J. Poniatowski
admitted that the Constitution could solve all problems immediately15.

General J. Zayonchek, Polish radical Jacobin, believed that the future Polish state
had to be arranged by the French model and the peasants’ problem had to be solved
more efficiently than the Constitution of May 3, 1791. He warned Napoleon against
the Polish aristocracy16. But at that time Napoleon needed the executive board that
would serve the needs of the French army. To form such a board Bonaparte chose
the aristocracy, who went to collaborate with him. On January 14, 1807 in Poland
there was established “Government Commission”. S. Malakhivsky, S. Potocki, F.
Belinsky, L. Gusakovsky, K. Dzyalynsky, V. Sobolevsky and J. Wybicki became
members of it.

The Commission had to decide the case of justice, internal administration and
military affairs. “Government Commission” was a temporary occurence, it had to
operate by the final solution of the Polish issue within in the peace negotiations after
the war. But Poles took it as the beginning of the revival of Poland. There were
reasons for it. Napoleon gave the “Government Commission” some autonomy in
dealing with internal affairs, it became kind of Polish nationality: clearing work kept in
Polish, all the office consisted of Poles, Polish law was restored, it was created a new
organization of justice, Polish army was restored, it was adjusted the issue of coinage,
the work of Educational Chamber was restored, which dealt with educational issues17.

Despite the fact that on part of Polish territory with a population of 2.3 million
people there was the Polish administration, the Polish judiciary and the army – it was
just a semblance of national government. Polish state didn’t exist. And how could it
exist within these particular circumstances of international life?

Russia took a special interest to the Polish issue. It considered Poland as bargaining
chip during the Russian-French negotiations after the battle of Friedman on June 14,
1807. Tilsit negotiations, that lasted from June 25 to July 6, 1807, became a
demonstration of compromise solution of the most complicated European issues,
including the Polish.

According to some researchers, neither the French nor the Russian side hadn’t
concrete plan to solve the issue of Polish lands. It was the sphere free for the trade.
During conversations with Alexander I Napoleon suggested Russia to set border on
the river Vistula, and the France gets the rest territory of Poland, including Silesia.
Napoleon wanted to create an independent state by his brother Jerome18. But Alexander

15 Елена Федосова, Польский вопрос во внешней политике первой империи во Франции.
(Москва: Изд-во Московского университета, 1980), 36.

16 Emanuel Halicz, Geneza Ksiźstwa Warszawskiego. (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo ministerswa
obrony narodowej, 1962), 35.

17 Stefan Kieniåwicz, Historia Polski 1795–1918. (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo naukowe PWN,
1969), 75.

18 Елена Федосова, Польский вопрос во внешней политике первой империи во Франции.
(Москва: Изд-во Московского университета, 1980), 47.
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I didn’t accept the proposal and suggested an alternative: Russia gets border on the
Vistula, and Napoleon should abandon plans for a part of Prussian Silesia and Poland,
which was unacceptable for France. Then Alexander I made some corrections: Prussia
retains Silesia, and the Jerome gets the perspective of Saxon throne. Napoleon offered
his version: Polish territory, which was taken off Prussia, has to be given not to prince
Jerome, but for the Saxon King Frederick Augustus (1750–1827).

Therefore, in Tilsit there was negotiated not the issue of Polish state, but the issue
of control over that territory, the form of its organization and if it satisfies both sides.
The most clearsighted Polish politicians even predicted this solution of the Polish
issue. In particular, A. Czartoryski on May 23, 1807 stated that Bonaparte would
insist on peace and restore Poland only from the part of the Prussia, led by Elector of
Saxony19 20.

Within the frameworks of the peace treaty, that was signed in Tilsit on July 7, 1807
with Russia and Prussia on July 9, there was formed the Duchy of Warsaw. The
Duchy was formed from lands, which Prussia had gotten in result of the second
(1793) and third (1795) partitions of the Polish Commonwealth. It was the territory of
104 000 square kilometers with a population of 2.6 million people21.

The consequences of Tilsit negotiations caused discontentment among Polish
patriots who hoped to restore an independent Poland, and the new formation even
wasn’t called Poland. The Constitution of Duchy of Warsaw was signed by Napoleon
on July 22, 1807. Since then the six-year history of the new state formation had
begun.

The Constitution of the Duchy of Warsaw was made up of 12 chapters and 89
sections. It proclaimed the Duchy hereditary monarchy headed by the Saxon dynasty.
Saxon king also bore the title of Prince of Warsaw. Prince was the head of executive
power, appointed ministers and other senior officials. In addition, he had the right of
legislative initiative. The Government of the Duchy, or the Council of Ministers,
consisted of 6 ministers and was responsible only to the Prince.

Members of the “Government Commission” almost at full board became members
of the Council of Ministers. 5 ministers participated in its meetings: the minister of
war, finance minister, the minister of justice, interior minister and the minister of
police. The sixth Minister – Secretary of State – had to stay in Dresden at the Saxon
king. The Duchy of Warsaw hadn’t the right of independent foreign policy, it was
conducted by foreign minister of Saxony on behalf of the Polish Government22.

Legislative power belonged to Seim, which consisted of two chambers – the Senate
and the House of ambassadors, as in the period of the Polish Commonwealth. All

19 Marceli Handelsman, Adam Czartoryski. (Warszawa: Warszawska drukarnia naukowa, 1948),
133.

20 Marian Kukiel, Książę Adam. (Warszawa: Warszawska drukarnia naukowa, 1993), 50.
21 Ганна Дильонгова, Історія Польщі 1795–1990. (Київ: Києво-Могилянська академія, 2007),

19.
22 Там само, 20.
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senators (there were 18 of them – bishops, military governors and castellans) were
appointed for life by Prince. The House of Ambassadors consisted of 60 representatives
of the nobility, who were elected to the county Seimiks, and 40 deputies from gmina’s
meetings; the staff of the House changed every 3 years by one third. Legally every
man who had attained 21 years and had property or enterprise, which cost 100 thousand
zlotys, could participate in gmina’s meeting. Besides, people who had some merits,
for instance officers and priests, could participate in it. Seim had to meet every two
years and look into drafts that had been introduced by new body – the State Council,
which was as the mediator between the Council of Ministers, Prince and Seim.

The powers of Seim were significantly curtailed compared to the Constitution of
May 3, 1791. Seim was gathered by prince and lasted 15 days. Seim hadn’t right of
legislative initiative. The legislative activity of Seim was limited to the definition of
taxes and monetary system. The drafts, which were discussed in the House of
ambassadors, then were delivered to Senate for approval. If Senate doesn’t approve
them, the prince approval was enough23.

Thus, in order to the Constitution of 1807 all power was concentrated in the hands
of Prince of Warsaw. In this meaning it differed significantly from the Constitution of
May 3, 1791. On July 22, 1807 in Dresden, Saxony and France concluded the
Convention on the transferring of the Duchy of Warsaw to Saxon king. According to
the Dresden Convention French emperor had the right to have the resident in the
Duchy of Warsaw. The first representative of France in the Duchy was E. Vincennes,
a former commissioner at the “Government Commission”. Formally Vincennes had
few tasks: to monitor the situation in the Duchy, to know public opinion, Poles’ thoughts
about the Peace of Tilsit, to care about supplying the army24.

So, the Duchy of Warsaw, bound by Saxony union, was put in direct political and
military dependence on France. It was not only a vassal, but the territory occupied by
French army. Rights of the Government of the Duchy were ignored and its economic
interests were limited. The Government of the Duchy hoped that lands of French
military would be put in the same conditions as the lands of local aristocrats, that they
would pay all taxes referred to land ownership.

The government also hoped that forests would remain at the disposal of state, and
the influence of starostas and clergy would spread on these lands as well. This caused
many problems and conflicts between the Polish and French sides. Only on December
18, 1807, Napoleon signed a decree which stated that the land, given by the emperor
in the Duchy of Warsaw, would be imposed the same taxes as other private property;
forests remained in the possession of the state and the clergy retained the same rights
which they had previously25.

23 Леонід Зашкільняк та Микола Крикун, Історія Польщі: Від найдавніших часів до наших
днів. (Львів: Львівський національний університет ім. І. Франка, 2002), 266.

24 Елена Федосова, Польский вопрос во внешней политике первой империи во Франции.
(Москва: Изд-во Московского университета, 1980), 71.

25 Stefan Kieniеwicz, Historia Polski 1795–1918. (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo naukowe PWN,
1969), 38.
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The Duchy was dependent but a reliable ally of France. Napoleon used this vassal
state in his great politics in Europe. There was no mere chance that the Polish issue
since then had never left the agenda of international relations.

In the autumn of 1807 the conflict broke up between Russia and France. The
subject of the conflict wasn’t the Duchy of Warsaw but another Polish territory –
“Prussian Silesia”, which Napoleon demanded to hand over the Duchy of Warsaw.
Russia opposed the new French territorial claims. French Ambassador in Russia A.
Caulaincourt believed that the interests of Prussia are minor in this conflict, and
everything was complicated because Silesia was next to the Duchy of Warsaw, and
Russian government considered it was the danger of the revival of Poland.

Is it possible to determine the true intentions of Napoleon in the diplomatic game?
According to some references it can be argued that these Bonaparte’s actions were
aimed to weaken Prussia and block its activity in the Balkans.

By the autumn of 1808 relations between France and Russia continued to escalate.
All disputes were decided to discuss in Erfurt at the end of September 1808. The
Polish issue was raised separately. Napoleon strongly denied the existence of any
plans to restore Poland and promised Alexander I to withdraw its forces from the
Duchy of Warsaw. In turn, Alexander I pledged not to occupy the Duchy of Warsaw
and Galicia26. Overall, in the period between Tilsit and Erfurt Franco-Russian argues
about the Polish issue weren’t critical: the allies tried to remain in positions identified
in Tilsit.

Austria defeated in the war with France of 1809 (April–October 1809) , and this
caused some changes in the approach of Napoleonic government to the Polish issue.
Napoleon tried to prevent the new rise of the Polish issue and started the war with
Austria, he didn’t think of the territorial expansion in the Duchy of Warsaw. At the
same time Napoleon tried to use the Polish issue to make Alexander I to oppose
Austria. However, the Russian army wriggled out of the military operations against
the Austrians on April 14, 1809 when it crossed the border the Duchy of Warsaw.
The Austrian army command planned to occupy the Duchy and hand over it to Prussia
with the aim to gain over to its side Prussia and then Russia. The whole population of
the Duchy rose to defend the Duchy. The Polish army was growing quickly. In May
1809 the Polish army crushed the resistance of the Austrian army in Galicia and
occupied Lublin, Sandomierz, Zamosc, Krakow and Lviv. J. Poniatowski as
commander-in-chief of the Duchy’s army occupied these territories on his behalf.
Throughout enthusiasm prevailed, Poles looked forward the Galicia accession to the
Duchy of Warsaw. Thus, successful actions of the Polish Army in the Duchy of, and
later in Western Galicia, created a new situation for Napoleon, which again raised the
Polish issue as an international problem. During the whole war, Alexander I called on
Napoleon to give guarantees on the Polish issue. Franco-Russian relations were

26 Адам Юрий Чарторыйский, Мемуары князя Адама Чарторижского и его переписка с
императором Александром I (М.: Книгоизд-во К. Ф. Некрасова, 1912, т. 2), 200.
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becoming extremely strained. Russian Ambassador to France A. Kurakin offered to
occupy Polish lands, to restore the Polish Kingdom and annex it to Russia27. However,
the government of Alexander I considered such actions not of the moment and didn’t
go in for it.

In autumn 1809, after the war, the issue of Western Galicia, occupied by Polish
troops. rose quite sharply not so much during the Franco-Austrian talks on peace as
in relations between Russia and France. Galicia became the striking point of the
major problems of that time for French foreign policy in Eastern Europe.

On October 14, 1809 it was signed the Treaty of Schonbrunn between France and
Austria. Austria handed over Western Galicia, county of Zamosc and a small strip of
territory on the right bank of the Vistula to the Duchy of Warsaw. Duchy of Warsaw
received area about 50 thousand square kilometers with a population of 1.5 million
people. Such Napoleon’s solution of the Galicia issue again exacerbated the Franco-
Russian relations28.

In May 1812 the Minister of the Duchy of Warsaw Matushevych visited Napoleon.
He suggested Bonaparte to appeal to the Poles and to encourage all people of the
Duchy of Warsaw to fight against Russia, and then spread the idea it to the provinces
of former Polish Commonwealth, which were within Russia. Then the agreement on
the establishment of the General Confederation of Polish Kingdom, which had to
mobilize all the Polish population to war against Russia, was reached 29.

On June 28, 1812 Seim was called “General Confederation of Polish Kingdom”
and declared the restoration of Poland. On July 7 it was issued “Appeal to the Poles”.
It called the Poles, who lived in the territory, which belonged to Russia, for retiring
from service and turning their weapons against the Russian Empire30. However the
nobility in Lithuania and Belarus weren’t so active and devoted in involving to the
War for Independence as the nobility of the Duchy of Warsaw. During the reign of
Alexander I, it got the opportunity for active economic, social and political life, and
thanks to A. Czartoryski it got also Polish education. Part of the aristocracy (M.
Oginski, L. Plater, K. Drutsky-Lyubetsky, K. Lubomirski) tended to be focused on
Russia. They weren’t involved to heavy and risky struggle. Before broad patriotic
propaganda succeeded, Napoleon’s army had dropped back31.

27 Stefan Kieniеwicz, Historia Polski 1795–1918. (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo naukowe PWN,
1969), 40.

28 Леонід Зашкільняк та Микола Крикун, Історія Польщі: Від найдавніших часів до наших
днів. (Львів: Львівський національний університет ім. І. Франка, 2002), 269.

29 Szymon Askenazy, Napoleon a Polska. (Warszawa – Kraków: Towarzystwo wydawnicze
Warszawskie, 1918), 62.

30 Szymon Askenazy, Napoleon a Polska. (Warszawa – Kraków: Towarzystwo wydawnicze
Warszawskie, 1918), 65.

31 Ганна Дильонгова, Історія Польщі 1795–1990. (К.: Києво-Могилянська академія, 2007),
23.
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After the Russian army had occupied Warsaw in February 1813, Prince
J. Poniatowski together with the Government and the army dropped back to Krakow
and went towards Saxony to join forces with the French troops. Polish troops had
been with Napoleon until his deportation to the island of Elba. The defeat of Napoleon’s
army caused a new situation which opened up the prospect of restoration of Poland
under the scepter of Alexander I. The sympathies of a large part of magnates and the
nobility again were focused Russia32. In December 1812 it was issued the manifesto
of Alexander I, which proclaimed amnesty for the Poles who had participated in the
Napoleon’s campaign against Russia, except those who continued to do military service
in the French army. The Duchy of Warsaw wasn’t considered as occupied territory.

This policy of Alexander I complicated his relations with Austria and Prussia, and
later, with England. The Polish issue again became an urgent international problem,
the object of diplomatic struggle of European states33. Polish problem hampered the
formation of the sixth anti-Napoleonic coalition because Russia didn’t agree to return
all the lands of the Duchy of Warsaw to Prussia and Austria, and when the coalition
was formed, the Polish question remained a problem for allies.

Under these conditions, the French emperor hoped to conclude a separate peace
treaty with Russia. But Alexander I agreed just to start talks on cease-fire between
the Russian-Prussian and French armies. This cease-fire treaty was signed on June
4, 1813. Napoleon tried to use this time to gain Austria over to his side – he made
concessions to Austria to partition Poland territories among Austria, Prussia and Russia.
In summer, 1813 the Austrian government initiated Prague Congress involving France,
Russia, Prussia and Austria, which was to lead to the conclusion of the comprehensive
continental peace. But it didn’t happen. Napoleon hadn’t lost hope to improve his
military position, he strove to delay negotiations and didn’t make concessions. And at
the beginning of August 1813 all the ineffectiveness of Congress came out.

The Polish issue was the striking point at the international Congress, which was
being held in Vienna from October, 1814 till June, 1815. This issue transferred from
the sphere of Russian-French relations to Russian-Prussian and Russian-English
relations. It could lead to the new conflict. Only “The Hundred Days” of Napoleon
made aliens to reach a compromise. On May 3, 1815 Russia signed a border treaty
with Austria and Prussia, and on June 9 participants of Congress signed the Final Act,
which admitted national and state rights of Poles and a new partition of Polish lands
among Russia, Prussia and Austria.

According to the conclusions of the Vienna Congress Russia got the territory of
the Duchy of Warsaw without county of Poznan and Galicia; Prussia received county
of Poznan, Eastern Pomerania, Gdansk and Torun; Ternopil district was returned to

32 Елена Федосова, Польский вопрос во внешней политике первой империи во Франции.
(Москва: Изд-во Московского университета, 1980), 155.

33 Там само.
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Austria; Krakow with surrounding territories on the left bank of the Vistula received
the status of “free city” under the control of the aliens34.

Having succeeded, Alexander I made European countries to agree to form the
Kingdom of Poland from the major territory of The Duchy of Warsaw. The principles
of the establishment Kingdom were developed at the Congress of Vienna by A.
Czartoryski, the advisor of Alexander I, and provided the basis for his Constitution.
The Constitution of the Kingdom of Poland was signed by Alexander I during the
Congress, but it was promulgated just in December 1815, when the emperor came to
Warsaw.

Thus, in terms of military and political upheavals at the end of the eighteenth and
at the beginning of the nineteenth centuries the system of international relations in
Europe was precarious. The issue of the state, which didn’t exist anymore and was
divided among Russia, Prussia and Austria, was the urgent point for key players of
European scene. The importance of this issue can be explained by geographical location
of Polish lands and its’ strategic implication and human and non-human resources.

ПОЛЬСЬКЕ ПИТАННЯ У ПОЛІТИЦІ ЄВРОПЕЙСЬКИХ ДЕРЖАВ
НА ПОЧАТКУ ХІХ ст.

Віктор ПАВЛЮК
Національний університет “Острозька академія”,

кафедра країнознавства,
вул. Семінарська, 2, 35800, Острог, Україна

У міжнародних відносинах початку ХІХ ст. важливе місце займало польське питання. Польська
проблема, як фактор міжнародних відносин, виникла в Європі після трьох поділів Речі Посполитої.
Потужна колись держава з міцними політичними і культурними традиціями припинила своє
існування. Поляки не хотіли миритися з безправним становищем і протягом тривалого часу вели
боротьбу за відновлення незалежної Польщі. Саме самовіддана боротьба польського народу за
свою свободу стала не тільки національною, але і європейською проблемою.

В умовах радикальних змін у Європі, початок яким поклала Велика французька революція,
польська проблема набула особливого значення. Стратегічне розташування польських земель,
політична роль, яку могла відігравати незалежна Польща – все це враховувалось європейськими
державами, і Францією, і її противниками – Росією, Пруссією, Австрією та Англією.

Польська шляхта, найорганізованіша частина суспільства, всі надії покладала на іноземну
допомогу і міжнародні комбінації, у результаті яких, за її розрахунком, могла бути відновлена
незалежна Польща. Найбільше поляків приваблювала Франція з її ліберально-демократичними
гаслами і, особливо, війни Франції з країнами-учасниками поділів Речі Посполитої – Австрією,
Пруссією, Росією.

Сам Наполеон I у своїх заявах відзначав, що поділ Польщі є несправедливим і не має права на
тривале існування. Хоч боротьба польських легіонів і не принесла бажаних результатів, але саме
їх існування мало певне політичне значення. Воно змусило європейські уряди знову зацікавитись
польською проблемою.

34 Ганна Дильонгова, Історія Польщі 1795–1990. (Київ: Києво-Могилянська академія, 2007),
24–25.
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Проте міжнародна ситуація не сприяла реалізації планів польської еліти. Франція опинилась
самотньою перед країнами європейської коаліції, тому намагалась розколоти коаліцію і перетягти
на свій бік одну із держав-членів. Але досягти цього, піднімаючи водночас “польське питання”,
було неможливо.

Особливий інтерес до польської проблеми проявляла Росія. На думку низки дослідників, ні
у французької, ні у російської сторін не було конкретного плану щодо долі польських земель.
В умовах військово-політичних катаклізмів кінця ХVІІІ – початку ХІХ ст., питання про долю
Польської держави, яка недавно припинила самостійне існування і була поділена між Росією,
Пруссією і Австрією, було актуальною проблемою. “Польське питання” турбувало ключових
гравців на тодішній європейській арені, оскільки його значимість пояснювалась географічним
положенням польських земель, їх стратегічним значенням, матеріальними і людськими ресурсами.

Ключові слова: міжнародні відносини, польська проблема, мирний договір, держава.


